
 

Entomologists launch the 5,000 Insect
Genome Project (i5k)

June 15 2011

It's been called "the Manhattan Project of Entomology," an undertaking
that has the potential to revolutionize the way we think about insects.

The i5k Initiative, also known as the 5,000 Insect Genome Project, was
recently launched with a letter to Science
(http://www.sciencemag.org/content/331/6023/1386.citation) from ten
signers known as the i5K Ad Hoc Launch Group. Now the latest issue of
American Entomologist features an interview
(http://entsoc.org/PDF/2011/AE-15k.pdf) with four of the signers about
the project's origins, purpose, and goals.

The Initiative aims to sequence the genomes of 5,000 insects and other 
arthropods over the next five years in order to "improve our lives by
contributing to a better understanding of insect biology and transforming
our ability to manage arthropods that threaten our health, food supply,
and economic security."

"We hope that generating this data will lead to better models for 
insecticide resistance, better models for developing new pesticides,
better models for understanding transmission of disease, or for control
of agricultural pests," said Daniel Lawson, a coordinator at the European
Bioinformatics Institute. "Moving into the genetics era revolutionizes
what you can do, what you can try to assay in your species, what you can
infer from your experiments."

According to Gene E. Robinson, a professor at the University of Illinois
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at Urbana-Champaign, "This will provide information that breeders
would need to look for ways of dealing with insect resistance to
pesticides. It would also provide geneticists with information on what
might be vulnerable points in an insect's makeup, which could be used
for novel control strategies."

As the costs of genomic sequencing continue to fall due to technological
improvements, it will soon become feasible to cheaply sequence the
genomes of 5,000 insects of medical and agricultural importance, and
then to mine the genomes for data which could lead to better insect
control and management products and techniques.

"For example, we could mine data for cytochrome p450 detox genes.
Those genes are involved with detoxifying chemicals that are inside
insects, so if we know about those genes from one insect to another, we
can use that information to actually kill the insects," said Kevin J.
Hackett, a national program leader at the USDA Agricultural Research
Service. "Or if you take beneficial insects like honey bees, which do not
have as many detoxifying genes and are more susceptible to chemicals,
that kind of information could be used to help protect bees."

The leaders of the i5K Initiative invite entomologists around the world to
sign up and to create wiki pages at http://arthropodgenomes.org/wiki/i5K
in order to recommend which insect genomes should be sequenced in the
future, report which insect genomes are already being sequenced, and to
start conversations with other scientists who are working on similar
projects.

"We're trying to find out who's working on what insects, and if they feel
that having genomic information about their insects would help," said
Susan J. Brown, a professor at Kansas State University. "Quite a few
researchers are probably working on transcriptomics, looking at the
genes that are transcribed under certain contexts, environmental
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conditions or life stages. Looking at the whole genome will help us
understand these comparatively and not just in one organism."

"We want this to be a broad-based, inclusive effort," said Dr. Robinson.
"We want all people to be involved, we want all insects of agricultural
importance, all insects of medical importance, and so forth. Workshops
will be organized and held, and there will be opportunities for further
input, interactions, and the ability to shape the project."
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